
6- Quantum Matter 



Quantum Information + Condensed Matter Physics

Understanding Quantum Matter and 
Quantum Phase Transitions in a deeper way



There are new phases of matter which 
cannot be distinguished from each other 

by any local measurements. 

There are new phases are called topological phases.



Experimentally the first signs of topological phases
 and topological phase transition
 appeared in quantum Hall effect.

Topological phases are characterized
 by the pattern of long-range entanglement 

in many body systems. 



Theoretically hundreds of topological phases are possible. 



Quantum Hall effect
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For the first time we see discreteness 
or quantum-mess in  macroscopic scales.
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In each of these 
plateaus, the electron 
gas is in a different 
topological phase. 
Each phase has a 

different type of long 
range entanglement. 



Long range quantum entanglement

Topological Order: From Long-Range Entangled Quantum Matter
 to a Unified Origin of Light and Electrons 

Xiao-Gang Wen



|Ψ⟩ = ∑
i1,i2,⋯in

ψi1,i2,⋯in | i1, i2, ⋯in⟩

A general state needs 2n parameters

A very large Hilbert space

Some states need            parameters.O(nk)



O(2n) parameters

|Ψ⟩ = |ϕ1⟩ |ϕ2⟩⋯ϕn⟩ |Ψ⟩ = ∑
i1,i2,⋯in

ψi1,i2,⋯in | i1, i2, ⋯in⟩

O(n) parameters

A product state A highly entangled state



|Ψ⟩ = |ϕ1⟩ |ϕ2⟩⋯ϕn⟩

number of parameters = 3n

|ϕi⟩ = ai |0⟩ + bi |1⟩

A product state 



|Ψ⟩ = |ϕ12⟩ |ϕ34⟩⋯ϕn−1,n⟩

number of parameters = 6 × n/2 = 3n

|ϕ12⟩ = a12 |00⟩ + b12 |01⟩ + c12 |10⟩ + d12 |11⟩



|Ψ⟩ = ∑
pairs

∏
i,αi

|ϕi,αi
⟩

number of parameters =
n(n − 1)

2
× 6 = O(n2)

∑
pairs i αi

A more complicated state



|Ψ⟩ = ∑
pairs

∏
i,αi,βi

|ϕi,αi,βi
⟩

number of parameters =
n(n − 1)(n − 2)

3!
× 14 = O(n3)

∑
pairs i αi

An even more complicated state

βi



X

Xc

H = ∑
i,j

hi,j

There is only short-range (nearest neighbor) interactions in H.

V(X) = Number of qubits in X

2V(X) = dimHX

 A many body system with local interactions

What is the pattern of interaction between X and      ?Xc



X

Xc

|Ψ⟩ =
2V(X)

∑
α=1

ψα |α⟩X ⊗ | α̃⟩Xc

Schmidt Decomposition

The Ground State

The Ground State can have long 
or short range entanglement or 

correlations.

Correlations are
 different from interactions



X

Xc

S(X) = −
2V(X)

∑
α=1

|ψα |2 | log |ψα |2 0 ≤ S(X) ≤ V(X)

ρX = TrXc | (Ψ⟩⟨Ψ | )

S(X) = − Tr(ρX log ρX)



S(X) ∼ V(X)

We say volume Law holds.

If there is long range entanglement 
in the ground state



S(X) ∼ A(X)

We say area law holds.

But for most systems, 
there is only range entanglement



The ground state of most systems obey area law.

These types of groud states have a simple description. 



The importance of area law

These states have classical representations and 
their ground state can be found in polynomial time. 

The problem: Given a Hamiltonian H, find its ground state.

The Answer (Kitaev): It is an NP hard problem. 



Question: When area law holds?

Answer: 1D Hamiltonians with energy gap.

Conjecture: This is true in any dimension





The ground states of systems with energy gap 
are best approximated by Matrix Product States (MPS).

ψi1,i2,⋯in = Tr(Ai1Ai2⋯Ain)

For a spin 1/2 system: 

For a spin 1 system: 

A0 , A1

A1 , A0 , A−1

ψi1,i2,⋯in = Tr(A(1)
i1

A(2)
i2

⋯A(n)
in

)

For homogeneous systems

For inhomogeneous systems

…………………… ……………………



Ai1 Ai2 Ai3 Ain

Number of parameters = nD2

Graphical Representation

α β γβ α γ

1 2 1 2

A(1)
αβ A(2)

βγ
(A(1)A2)αγ



An example of an MPS

⟨ψ |ψ⟩ = Tr(EN)

E = ∑
i

Ai ⊗ A*i

⟨ψ |σz |ψ⟩ = Tr(EzEN−1)

⟨ψ |σx |ψ⟩ = Tr(ExEN−1)

Ez = A0 ⊗ A*0 − A1 ⊗ A*1

Ex = A0 ⊗ A*1 + A1 ⊗ A*0



⟨ψ |σz,1σz,k |ψ⟩ = Tr(EzEk−1EzEN−k−1)

⟨ψ |σz,jσz,k |ψ⟩ ∼ e− | j − k |
ξ

ξ =
1

log( λ1

λ0
)

λ0

λ1

E



Tensor Networks (92-95)
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Topological phases of matter

Different phases of matter, like ice, water, and vapor 
are distinguished from each other by local observation.

The same is true for phases like ferromagnetic phases and non-
magnetic phases



33

Phase I



Phase II Phase I

These three phases are distinguished by 
 local observation.

Phase III



Topological Phases cannot be distinguished by local observation



Computational hardness of preparing ground 
states 

Entanglement dynamics in chaotic quantum 
systems 

Entanglement spreading 


